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TEI-NoC: Optimizing Ultra-Low Power NoCs

Exploiting the Temperature Effect Inversion

Kyuseung Han, Jae-Jin Lee, Jinho Lee, Member, Woojoo Lee†, and Massoud Pedram, Fellow

Abstract—The era of the Internet of Things (IoT) is upon us.
In this era, minimizing power consumption becomes a primary
concern of system-on-chip designers. Ultra-low power (ULP)
VLSI circuits have been receiving considerable interest from
both academia and industry as the best-suited techniques for
IoT devices, which can take full advantage of power-saving that
voltage scaling potentially achieves. Consequently, research on
ULP designs has begun to yield tangible outcomes, namely ULP
circuits. However, little attention has been paid to ULP Network-
on-Chip (NoC), although the NoC is an essential of the ULP
chips, and its power consumption accounts for a significant
portion of the total power. This paper focuses on ULP NoCs, and
presents a new power management method that exploits delay
vs. temperature characteristics of ULP circuits. Recent studies
on ULP circuits show that delay vs. temperature characteristics
are fundamentally different from normal circuits, i.e., the delay
of the ULP circuits implemented in state-of-the-art bulk CMOS
operating at low supply voltages or in FinFET technologies
decreases with increasing temperature, a phenomenon known as
the temperature effect inversion (TEI). Starting with an intuition
that at a certain temperature point, power savings without
performance penalty can be achieved by increasing the router
frequency to create the opportunity to turn off some routers
in ULP NoCs, or by decreasing the NoC supply voltage level,
an optimization method is presented to maximize the power
savings with minor performance penalty. To validate the proposed
method, a concrete ULP NoC simulator (TEI-Noxim) has been
developed. Experimental results demonstrate that TEI-aware
NoC achieves an average of 36.0% power reduction over 21
applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

With drastic technology scaling, the number of IP cores

integrated into a chip has been increasing to tens or even

a hundred [1], [2]. Unfortunately, accompanying increase of

power density and high rate of heat generation has become

limiters to the scalability. An immense research effort has been
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devoted to overcoming the power and thermal issues. Dynamic

voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and dynamic power

management are well-known techniques to combat the power

issues. At the same time, dynamic thermal management ap-

proaches are widely used to avoid going into thermal runaway

and exceeding the chip temperature limit. Furthermore, ultra-

low power (ULP) VLSI circuits that utilize near-threshold

voltage (NTV) operating regimes have been presented [3]–[6],

and recently gaining considerable interest as a breakthrough

in the fight against limiters to the scalability.

Meanwhile, increasing the number of IP cores has re-

sulted in a situation whereby the on-chip communication

plays an important role in large application-specific multi-

processor systems-on-chips (SoCs) and general-purpose chip-

multiprocessors. To support concurrent communications and

tackle the limitations associated with bus on-chip connectivity,

e.g., unbearable increasing density and complexity of on-chip

interconnects, the Network-on-Chip (NoC) design has been

developed and has surely become the dominant solution [7]–

[9]. In spite of benefits of NoCs in providing a scalable and

flexible solution to SoCs, developing NoCs has hit a critical

roadblock, namely high power consumption. Due to increasing

power consumption of routers, network interfaces and links

in the NoC, power consumption of the NoC has taken up a

significant portion of the overall chip power. For example,

the NoC power consumptions in MIT’s RAW chip accounts

for about 40% [10], and in Intel’s TeraFLOPS processor is

responsible for about 30% of the system power [1].

As the power consumption has become an overriding con-

cern for NoC designs, the low power designs and power

management techniques developed primarily for IP cores

have been modified to become applicable to NoC designs.

Power gating the network devices according to the utiliza-

tion was presented in [11], [12], and run-time NoC power

management using DV(F)S was introduced in [13], [14].

Globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) is another

approach proposed as a low-cost and straightforward local

power management strategy in complex SoCs owing to local

synchronization and local clock generation [15]–[17].

Although previous approaches based on conventional low

power techniques have alleviated power issues in NoC designs,

little attention has been paid to ULP NoC designs that utilize

the ultra-voltage scaling techniques (i.e., NoCs operate at

NTV levels), which takes full advantage of power-saving that

voltage scaling can offer. This paper focuses on ULP NoCs

that are well suited for the recent ULP chips. Based on the

exploration of unique characteristics of ULP NoCs, we have

developed a novel power/thermal management method for
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ULP NoCs.

Bulk CMOS-based ULP circuits exhibit that delay vs. tem-

perature characteristics are fundamentally different than those

operating in the super-threshold voltage regime, i.e., the delay

of the ULP circuits decreases with increasing temperature [18],

[19]. Furthermore, FinFET-based circuits show a similar be-

havior even in the super-threshold supply voltage regime. This

effect is called temperature effect inversion (TEI) [20]. Recent

studies have conducted on exploiting this TEI phenomenon

to perform dynamic power and thermal management by using

voltage scaling [20] and frequency scaling [21]. The present

paper, which is motivated by the TEI phenomenon in ULP

circuits, presents a power management algorithm for ULP

NoCs.

This paper starts from the intuition of increasing NoC

frequency at a certain temperature point without the need to

increase the supply voltage level due to the TEI phenomenon.

The increase in router performance in turn creates the op-

portunity to turn off some number of routers in the NoC

without degrading the overall NoC performance. When the

power savings by turning off some of the routers is greater

than the increased power due to increased frequency of active

routers, the total NoC power consumption can be reduced.

Indeed, because the dynamic power consumption accounts for

a relatively small portion of the total power consumption of

ULP circuits compared to the leakage power consumption [3],

[4], power gating vs. frequency upscaling can significantly

reduce the overall ULP NoC power. Moreover, there can be

another choice whereby one can lower the supply voltage level

of the NoC at a certain temperature when the NoC operating

at the lowered voltage level is guaranteed to maintain its target

operating frequency. Based on these concepts due to the TEI

phenomenon, we present an optimization algorithm, TEI-NoC,

to maximize the total power saving in NoCs without any

appreciable performance loss.

TEI-NoC unifies the power gating with frequency scaling

and the voltage scaling techniques while paying attention

to the routing issues in NoCs. The deadlock problem, for

example, is a critical routing concern for which the proposed

algorithm should have a solution. The NoC may encounter the

deadlock problem when turning off routers, because routing

paths set at the design time may be no longer available as

the NoC structure is dynamically changed. Thus, we discuss

questions about the kind of routing algorithms required and

how to find routing paths. Details will be presented in the

following sections.

In order to demonstrate efficacy of our proposed method, we

developed TEI-NoC simulator, TEI-Noxim, a cycle-accurate

simulator to measure the performance of TEI-NoC in various

network structures and routing algorithms. This simulator

supports PARSEC and SPLASH2 benchmark suites. Spice

circuit simulation was performed, based on TSMC40n LP

process technology node, to characterize the ULP NoCs. To

derive various thermal maps of NoCs, we carried out Access

Noxim simulation [22]. Along with an in-depth description

of our experimental work, we validate the proposed method

under two representative temperature conditions in a 8x8

mesh topology ULP NoC. Experimental results show that upto

48.1% and an average 39.8% power savings are achieved

over 21 applications without any appreciable performance

degradation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II elucidates the TEI phenomenon of the ULP NoCs,

which includes the analysis of the ULP circuit characteristics

of the delay vs. temperature. Power, performance and thermal

models used in this paper are also presented. Section III

introduces our proposed power/thermal management methods

in detail, which exploits the TEI phenomenon to maximize

the power savings with negligible performance penalty in the

ULP NoCs. Section V is dedicated to the experimental work

to validate the proposed methods with sufficient simulations,

including development of a concrete ULP NoC simulator.

Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. ULP NOC CHARACTERISTICS

A. Temperature effect inversion (TEI)

The delay of logic gate in VLSI circuits is immediately

affected by the change in on-current Ion. Increasing/decreasing

Ion makes the logic gate to switch faster/slower. It is well-

known that supply voltage Vdd is a highly effective knob to

control Ion, in that decreasing Vdd causes Ion to decrease, and

vice versa. Decreasing Vdd finally results in a reduction of the

operating frequency of the system to meet the timing.

Meanwhile, temperature T is also known to affect Ion. The

delay of bulk CMOS logic gates operating at super-threshold

Vdd increases as the temperature rises, which eventually lower

the circuit speed. That is why the commercial standard cell

libraries targeting nominal voltage operation typically have

the worst-case timing corner at the highest temperature, e.g.,

125°C [20], [21].

However, the effect of a change in T on Ion is different

for gates operating in the sub- and near-threshold regimes. In

general, Ion of such gates can be expressed as [3]:

Ion = I0
W

L
e(Vgs−Vth)/n·vt(1− e−Vds/vt), (1)

where Vgs, Vds and Vth are the gate-source, drain-source and

threshold voltages, respectively; I0 is the sub-threshold current

extrapolated for Vgs = Vth; W/L is the effective aspect ratio

of the driver pull-up or pull-down sections; vt is the thermal

voltage kT/q, and n is the sub-threshold factor. In order to

highlight Ion as a function of T , (1) can be rewritten in the

following form:

Ion(T ) = µ(T ) · e(Vgs−Vth(T ))/S(T ), (2)

where µ(T ), Vth(T ) and S(T ) are temperature dependent

parameters, in that rising temperature decreases µ and Vth,

and increases S. From (2), increasing µ(T ) makes Ion larger,

whereas increasing Vth(T ) and decreasing S(T ) causes Ion
to become smaller. Compared to the super-threshold voltage

operating gates, proven where the effect of µ(T ) is slightly

stronger than that of Vth(T ) on Ion, in sub- and near-threshold

operating gates S(T ) and Vth(T ) changes considerably affect

Ion. Consequently, increasing temperature enables gates oper-

ating in sub- and near-threshold regimes to run much faster.

This phenomenon is called temperature effect inversion
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Fig. 1. Simulation results of (a) delay and (b) power under a wide range of
temperature values.

(TEI) [20]. Fig. 1 (a) shows simulation results for a commer-

cial standard cell library (TSMC 40n LP), where the delay

values are normalized by the minimum delay at Vdd = 0.45V
and T = 125°C. From the figure, we can clearly observe the

TEI phenomenon.

Due to the TEI phenomenon, the worst-case timing corner

of ULP circuits occurs at the lowest operating temperature of

the circuits, e.g., -25°C [18], [21]. Intuitively, this consequence

gives rise to a new policy for voltage and/or frequency scaling

at elevated chip temperatures. In other words, if the chip

temperature reaches a certain point where lowering voltage

does not require a chip speed decrease, scaling the voltage

level down will achieve power saving. It is also possible to in-

crease the clock frequency of the chip as the chip temperature

rises, which may in turn reduce the execution time, thereby

improving the energy efficiency of the chip. Motivated by the

voltage and frequency scaling exploiting the TEI phenomenon,

in addition to power gating techniques, we present a new

algorithm, TEI-NoC, that optimally minimizes the NoC power

without any appreciable performance degradation.

B. Power, performance and thermal modelings of the ULP

NoC

The power consumption of a NoC consists of two main

components, the dynamic and leakage power. The dynamic

power Pdyn is given by Pdyn = CeffV
2
ddf , where Ceff =

α · Ctot is the effective physical capacitance, α and Ctot are

the activity factor and total capacitance, and f is the clock

frequency. The leakage power Plkg is VddIon [3], where Ion
can be derived from Vgs = Vdd in (1). Compared to Pdyn,

Plkg is dependent on the temperature. From a TEI standpoint,

it is convenient to rewrite Plkg by using (2):

Plkg(T ) = µ′(T ) · Vdd · e
(Vdd−Vth)(T )/S(T ). (3)

Similar to the analysis carried out in the TEI phenomenon,

we can easily analyze (3) to show that Plkg increases expo-

nentially with rising temperature. Fig. 1 (b) shows this trend

in TSMC 40n LP technology. In the figure, power values

are normalized by maximum power at Vdd = 0.5V and

T = 125°C.

Reducing Vdd leads to decreases in both Pdyn and Plkg ,

but the degree of decrease is different. If the frequency

is scaled according to voltage scaling, Pdyn behaves as a

cubic function of Vdd. When Vdd gets smaller, Plkg in (3)

becomes a nearly linear function of Vdd, due to the effect of

drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) that causes only

slight reduction in Ioff by reducing Vdd. Therefore, as Vdd

gets lowered, the leakage power dissipation becomes a main

contributor to overall power consumption of an ULP NoC,

(i.e., note that Pdyn may still be dominant in a circuit that

operates in the NTV regime.)

When a circuit operates in the NTV regime and runs

applications that result in a high utilization factor (i.e., Pdyn

is dominant), the voltage scaling technique should be utilized

to reduce Pdyn thereby achieving overall power savings.

However, if applications running in an NTV operating NoC

result in a low utilization factor, the leakage power dissipation

will be the dominant contributor to the overall NoC power

consumption. For example, our simulation results show that

the average utilization factor of the 21 representative bench-

mark applications running on the NTV operating NoC is 0.36,

which is small. The resulting average ratio of Plkg and Pdyn

is 0.92 at the room temperature, thus Plkg is significant as we

expect (i.e., details are presented in Section V.) Moreover,

the leakage power increases further as the die temperature

rises. In these cases, the power gating techniques may be

more effective technique for achieving power savings in the

NoC. For example, if we increase the frequency at a certain

high temperature, without voltage level increase due to the

TEI phenomenon, and turn off some routers in the ULP NoC,

power saving due to power gating will generally be greater

than power loss due to the frequency upscaling. This is another

motivation in this paper, so that we develop the optimization

algorithm to maximize the power saving of the ULP NoC for

any given condition.

Meanwhile, to apply the TEI-based voltage scaling or power

gating (which requires frequency scaling) to the ULP NoC, we

must know the temperature condition of the NoC. The simple

RC-circuit thermal model used in [20] may not be enough,

because it does not include any heatsink, heat spreader and

heat transfer path that may exist in real NoCs. For instance,

we can consider ULP NoCs that support processors operating

within a wide voltage range (e.g., NTV operating processors

for the optimal energy efficiency and STV operating proces-

sors for the turbo-mode). In addition, NoCs may be a part of

a large SoC (where a large amount of heat can be generated

from the other components in the SoC). Under these scenarios,

the aforesaid cooling components may be necessary.
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TABLE I
TEI-AWARE VOLTAGE SCALING AT THE NODE TEMPERATURE T .

Target frequency Original Vdd First point Second point Third point

193 MHz 0.55V 0.50V , 32°C 0.45V , 51°C 0.40V , 105°C

86 MHz 0.50V 0.45V , 0°C 0.40V , 50°C 0.35V , 98°C

52 MHz 0.45V 0.40V , 21°C 0.35V , 68°C 0.35V , 115°C

Therefore, we used a Noxim and Hotspot integrated simu-

lator, Access Noxim, that couples the network model, power

model and thermal model [22]. Because the original models

in Access Noxim are adopted by Intel’s 80 core processor

(based on 65nm CMOS technology), it was necessary to

modify the power model to make them suitable for the ULP

NoC. Based on a prior work that shows the frequency of a

ring oscillator (RO) is enough accurate to emulate the core

speed [23], we designed the RO to have the same speed of

Intel’s core with PTM 65nm technology [24]. We than used

the designed RO to simulate with TSMC 40nm LP technology

for other than nominal voltages (e.g., from 0.35V to 0.6V).

The resulted power and performance models are used to

modify Access Noxim to reflect the ULP NoC characteristics.

Detailed experimental work will be described in Section V-B,

including three representative thermal conditions derived from

the Access Noxim simulation.

III. TEI-NOC METHODOLOGY

Under TEI, rising temperature increases the switching of

cells, creating positive slack for timing closure compared to

the design time. To get benefit from the extra margin in

the ULP NoC design, we can lower the supply voltage to

revert to a tight timing closure, which can save power without

any performance degradation. Increasing NoC frequency for

speed up is another way to exploit TEI (e.g., turbo mode).

However, the relation between performance of a NoC and

that of the whole platform is quite complicated that it may

happen that running a NoC at the higher frequency does not

result in the performance improvement of the entire platform,

but causes the overall power consumption to increase. Instead,

as this paper is concentrating on power minimization without

performance penalty, we find a way to transform the effect on

performance to an effect on power, which performs power gat-

ing of some of the NoC routers. Namely, we increase the NoC

frequency to turn off some routers in the NoC. Then the active

routers may have more traffic but their higher frequency can

compensate performance loss while sleep (turned-off) routers

achieve power saving. Finally, we present an optimization

method to maximize the power saving of the ULP NoC by

utilizing the voltage scaling and power gating with frequency

scaling.

The previous research on TEI-aware techniques exploited

TEI to perform voltage scaling for dynamic thermal manage-

ment in simple VLSI circuits [20], and to frequency upscaling

as a turbo mode in a multicore processor [21]. Applying

both works directly to NoCs is not prudent, because NoCs

are fundamentally different from those simple circuits or

multicore processors. For instance, a lot of nodes in a NoC

interact with each other, thereby performance change of a node

affects the other nodes. Therefore, the optimization method

should carefully consider NoC-specific designs issues. We will

address those issues in our proposed optimization method.

A. Voltage scaling (VS)

Scaling down the supply voltage has been proven to dra-

matically lower the power consumption. When we aim to

minimize power consumption of an individual router in a

NoC, performing voltage scaling (VS) to the router is the

best way to maximize its power saving. In other words, at a

given temperature operating point for a router, the maximum

power saving is ideally achieved by dropping the supply

voltage as much as possible as long as the target frequency

can be maintained. As aforementioned, the target frequency

is the minimum frequency according to the original voltage

level, at the lowest operating temperature (-25°C in this

paper). Therefore, for every temperature point, one must keep

changing the voltage level of a router so as to operate at the

minimum required frequency with the lowest voltage.

In reality, however, VS is carried out by DC-DC convert-

ers whose characteristics must be taken into consideration.

ULP NoCs that target small and low manufacturing costs

rule out the use of external inductors, thereby the type of

inductive switching DC-DC converters is excluded, i.e., on-

chip inductive converters that require high-Q inductor for

high conversion efficiency needs special masks in the fabri-

cation, and bondwire-based inductive converters necessitate

post-fabrication efforts [25]. Because using LDO (or LDO

series converters) significantly degrades the conversion effi-

ciency, LDO types are also not preferred. Instead, the type

of switched-capacitor (SC) DC-DC converters is the favored

topology for the ULP NoCs [26]. Unfortunately, the SC-type

converters are hard to support the fine-grained output voltage

resolution. Dealing with the details of the SC-type converter

design is beyond the scope of this paper, but briefly speaking,

modern SC-type converters are still deficient to support the

fine granularity of the output voltage levels. As a result, the

methodology to keep changing the voltage level of a router

for every temperature point may be impossible, rather VS can

be performed when the temperature reaches to a certain point,

and the converter can provide the lowered voltage level.

In this paper, we assume that 50mV output voltage resolu-

tion can be supported by the converters, like ARM CORTEX-

A8 core has. Table I shows the temperature points that VS can

be conducted. In order to determine the router speed (target

frequency), we simulated the modeled RO with TSMC40n LP

process with various supply voltage levels. Especially, TT,

FS and SF process corners are applied to the simulation,

and the worst case speed is chosen to reflect the process

variation issues in ULP NoC designs. Three example cases
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(a) Turning off 8 routers (b) Turning off 24 routers

Fig. 2. Where to turn off routers

TABLE II
RELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF POWER-GATED ROUTERS AND

REQUIRED FREQUENCY IN 8X8 MESH STRUCTURE ULP NOC

Number of routers Required frequency (MHz)

0 (0%) 50 (x1.0)
4 (6%) 60 (x1.2)
8 (12%) 65 (x1.3)

12 (18%) 65 (x1.3)
16 (25%) 70 (x1.4)
20 (31%) 75 (x1.5)
24 (38%) 75 (x1.5)
28 (44%) 90 (x1.8)
32 (50%) over 100 N/A

are reported in the table, each of which targets the original

operating voltage is 0.55, 0.5 and 0.45V .

B. Power gating + frequency scaling (PGFS)

Motivated by the ULP NoC characteristics where the leak-

age power takes a considerable portion of the overall power

consumption, here we propose a novel method to minimize

the power consumption of the NoC. Turning off some routers

and thus bypassing them, simultaneously increasing frequency

of the rest of the router may not induce any performance

penalty. Because scaling up the frequency of the routers does

not require scaling up the voltage level (thanks to the TEI

phenomenon), the amount of dynamic power increase may

be small (only a linear increase). Therefore, in comparison

with the amount of the increased power consumption due to

the frequency scaling, the amount of power savings by power

gating can be large. We call this method to power gating with

frequency scaling (PGFS).

In this paper we set a goal to save power with negligible

performance degradation in the NoC. Namely, active routers

with high frequency should compensate performance loss by

the power-gated routers. Therefore, it is important to know

how many routers can be turned off when increasing the NoC

frequency, while performance is maintained. To answer the

question, we developed an 8x8 2D mesh architecture NoC

simulator where we can control the router speed, apply various

routing algorithm, and evaluate accurate performance of ULP

NoCs for 21 benchmark suites (environment details will be

provided in Section V-B).

We first ran the 21 applications on the simulator and

increased the number of routers to be turned off while in-

creasing the frequency of the remaining routers to maintain

the performance. We observed that turning off the routers on

the periphery of the network (which we call edge routers)

will degrade the overall NoC performance less than turning
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the target NoC architecture. N and R mean a node and a
router respectively.

of the central routers. Therefore, we made a policy to select

the routers to be turned off starting from the edges moving

toward the center of the NoC as shown in Fig. 2. Finally,

we derived the relationship between the number of power-

gated routers and amount of frequency upscaling required

to keep the geometric mean of the performance changes of

the 21 applications to unity, which is reported in Table II.

We can observe from Table II that the required frequency

is approximately proportional to the number of power-gated

routers. Moreover, after all the edge routers are turned off and

the routers located at the center start to be turned off, the

required frequency increase becomes rather steep especially

after the number of sleep routers exceeds 28.

Notice that Table II is an example based on our target

8x8 NoC architecture and aforesaid applications. Targeting

different applications and NoC architectures will in general

require regeneration of the contents for the table contents.

This can be done at design time by statically analyzing

the target applications or done at run time by utilizing the

NoC performance data reported by an embedded performance

monitoring unit.

C. NoC-specific design consideration

Fig. 3 is a 2D mesh NoC architecture taken into account

in this paper. Although the proposed VS and PGFS methods

can be applied to the various topologies of NoC architecture

(e.g., 3D and 2D fabrics), we deal with the typical 2D mesh

topologies without loss of generality. In the figure, the clock

and power domains of the NoC architecture are designed to be

separated from those of the rest parts including nodes. There-

fore, the operating voltage and frequency of the NoC can be

controlled independently. There is no restriction on designing

the outer parts of the NoC, but designers should take specific

design techniques into consideration such as asynchronous

FIFO insertion and/or power gating implementation.

Inside the NoC, all the components including routers shares

single clock and power domains. Fig. 4 shows a conceptual

clock and power pins in a NoC architecture, each of which

connects to a dedicated DC-DC converter or clock generator,

respectively. If each router operates at different clocks, asyn-

chronous handshaking that requires FIFO between the routers
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Fig. 4. Concept of the clock and power domains in the NoC architecture.

is likely to result in significant performance degradation. One

of widely used asynchronous FIFO designs is in [27]. This

FIFO consumes (3 × read clock) time to read data after the

data is written, i.e., compared to the asynchronous FIFO, the

synchronous FIFO necessitates only (1 × read clock) time.

Since this penalty occurs at every communication between

routers, the overall degradation on routing paths is consid-

erable. That is why we use a single clock domain for all

the routers. In addition, if each router supports own DV(F)S

control, multiple DC-DC converters are indispensable. Area

and price overheads due to the multiple DC-DC converters

are critical to the NoC design, and inevitable power dissipation

from the DC-DC converters is not negligible [28]. Therefore,

we use a single DC-DC converter in this paper. i.e., although

recent studies of the on-chip DC-DC converters may mitigate

the accompanying overhead of the multiple DC-DC converters,

it is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we remain the

exploration of the on-chip DC-DC converters for our future

work. On the other hand, we insert power gating logic (e.g.,

PG switches) between routers in order to enable fine-grained

PG. Optimizing size of the PG switch has been well-studied,

so that designers can minimize the induced power and area

overheads from the PG switches while power savings from

the fine-grained PG is maximized. PG control signal for ith

router CTRLPG,i is expressed in Fig. 4.

Each node can be isolated when the corresponding router

is off without a proper alternative. Thus, we adopt the bypass

approach presented in NoRD [29]. Some bypass logics are

introduced to be inserted to the NoC system at the design time,

so that the input/output wires of the node can be connected to

one of adjacent routers, if the router and bypass logics are off

and on, respectively. To cope with the temperature changes,

sensors are assumed to be attached to each router. Therefore,

we can observe the distribution of temperature over routers on

the chip.

When some routers are turned off, the network becomes

an irregular structure, which is no longer the mesh topology.

Especially, the structure is changed according to the location

of active routers. Therefore, a flexible routing algorithm is

necessary, so that the routing algorithm can cope with various

irregular topologies. There exists many solutions for the irreg-

ular routing, i.e., interesting readers can refer to the previous

literature. In particular, [30] summarizes very well the irregular

Idle

Radical 
temperature 

change?

Time Interval?

Temperature 
is changed?

Reconfigure the network by
TEI-NoC algorithm*

* Details will be described in the next section.

YesNo

Yes

Yes

No

No

Fig. 5. The proposed reconfiguration process flow.

routing algorithms.

Feasibility of the routing algorithm for a given hardware

is another issue that should be taken into consideration. The

deadlock problem is one of the most representative feasibility

issues on NoCs. Using virtual channels has been presented as a

general solution to overcome this problem, and we also adopt

the virtual channel technique in this paper. After the chips are

fabricated, the available number of virtual channels are fixed.

Therefore, the routing algorithm should be developed to search

the routing paths for a given configuration of the network

structure and the number of virtual channels. We propose one

of the possible deadlock-free routing algorithm in this paper,

which will be introduced in Section IV-B.

D. Reconfiguration of NoCs

Whenever the routers are decided to be turned off, the

routing paths should be refreshed according to the routing

algorithm. The overall reconfiguration process flow is summa-

rized in Table 5. A certain time interval is set in the system

to periodically check whether the reconfiguration is required

or not. If a radical temperature change is sensed, the recon-

figuration should be performed. When the reconfiguration is

required, we find the best configuration of the network that

includes voltage/frequency of the NoC, power-gated routers,

routing paths, etc, and reconfigure the network. Such network

reconfiguration (the last step in the proposed flowchart) has

been studied. Key research topics on the reconfigurable NoC

architecture were introduced in [31], while deadlock-free net-

work reconfiguration protocols and platforms were presented

in [32], [33].

In the context of our proposed solution, we must be wary

of the overhead of the network reconfiguration. The main

overheads are the timing delay and energy consumption for

performing the reconfiguration, which in turn depend on how

fast and frequently the reconfiguration will occur. Our answer

is that the overhead of performing the reconfiguration process

does not outweigh the advantages of our proposed method,
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TABLE III
SPEED OF INCREASING TEMPERATURE TO REACH THE STABLE CONDITION

Tstable OR EXCEED 90°C. THE SIMULATION RESULTS IS FROM [20].

Vdd (V ) 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75

Tstable (°C) 31.8 34.2 38.2 44.5 N/A N/A

T ime (sec) 1310 1465 1873 2375 3231 1600

unless the chip temperature on the NoC changes very quickly,

which would not be the case. Slowly changing temperature

condition results in infrequent reconfiguration process, which

induces low overhead. Indeed, the speed of (chip and NoC)

temperature change is determined by various factors such as

ambient temperature, thermal capacitance and resistance of the

chip and heatsink, thermal coupling effect, and so forth. One of

our previous experimental results with ARM Cortex A8 in [20]

shows that it takes more than one thousand seconds for the

chip temperature to change from 0°C to the stable tempera-

ture of 90°C for various supply voltages (with the ambient

temperature of 25°C). We refer the reader to experimental

results in Table III. In this case, waiting time after running the

reconfiguration process may be enough long, thus the induced

overhead is negligible. Otherwise temperature changes fast, the

proposed method can be applied periodically. To determine the

interval to run the reconfiguration process, overhead from the

algorithm process, DC-DC converter transition, routing path

configuration should be taken into account.

IV. TEI-NOC POWER SAVING ALGORITHM

A. Basic Algorithm

We derive the power saving algorithm based on VS and

PGFS. First of all, Algorithm 1, written in pseudo codes,

shows the operational flow of our approach. Basically we

traverse all possible combinations of VS, PG and FS for

a given temperature distribution on the chip, and select the

one that achieves the minimum power. During the traversal,

we check the feasibilities of clock frequency and routing

algorithm. Also, we filter out any solutions that sacrifice the

performance, which is a choice that we made in this paper

but is in general not necessary. This procedure will be called

when some time interval passes or temperature drops rapidly.

The complexity of the main function in Algorithm 1,

DO TEI NOC BASIC, is O(nv × nf × npgr × cfs), where

nv is the number of supply voltage levels, nf is the num-

ber of clock frequency levels, npgr is the number of pos-

sible combinations of routers, and cfs is the complexity

of FIND A SOLUTION function. In FIND A SOLUTION func-

tion, there are three functions at lines 31, 35, and 43.

GET ALLOWED MAX FREQUENCY finds the maximum fre-

quency considering temperature and voltage. Since the entire

NoC shares one clock domain, the lowest temperature is

selected among turned-on routers except rpg . Finding the

lowest one consumes O(nr), where nr means the number of

routers.

FIND ROUTING PATHS searches possible routing paths be-

tween the nodes, and generates the routing information, which

is updated into the routing table. For FIND ROUTING PATHS,

the complexity is O(cfrp), depending on the routing algorithm

Algorithm 1 Basic TEI-NoC Power Saving Algorithm

1: procedure DO TEI NOC BASIC

2: tv : target supply voltage
3: tf : target clock frequency
4: tr : set of target routers to turn off
5: tri : target routing infomation
6: tp : target power
7:

8: dt← distribution of temperature
9: tp ← maximum total power

10: for all v: supply voltage do
11: for all f : clock frequency do
12: for all rpg: set of routers to turn off do
13: (b, p, ri)← FIND A SOLUTION(dt, v, f, rpg)
14: if b = 1 and p < tp then
15: (tv, tf , tr, tri, tp)← (v, f, rpg, ri, p)
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for
20: set voltage and frequency as tv and tf
21: turn off the routers in tr
22: reconfigure routing tables of routers as tri
23: end procedure
24:

25: function FIND A SOLUTION(dt, v, f, rpg)
26: b : feasibility
27: p : power
28: ri : routing infomation
29:

30: b← 1
31: fmax ← GET ALLOWED MAX FREQUENCY(dt, rpg, v)
32: if f > fmax then
33: return (0, φ, φ)
34: end if
35: (b, ri)← FIND ROUTING PATHS(rpg)
36: if b = 0 then
37: return (0, φ, φ)
38: end if
39: speed← ESTIMATE SPEED UP RATIO(v, f, rpg, ri)
40: if speed < 1 then
41: return (0, φ, φ)
42: end if
43: p← CACULCATE POWER(dt, rpg, v, f)
44: return (b, p, ri)
45: end function

we use. For now, we assume that FIND ROUTING PATHS

takes polynomial time, and its complexity is higher than

O(nr). Detailed complexity analysis of this function will be

carried out in the next subsection (Section IV-B). Meanwhile,

precise prediction of the NoC performance for applications is

impossible even when excluding the effect of power gating.

We thus estimate the performance based on our intensive

NoC simulations with various applications, e.g., Table II is

one of our results. Using Table II, the complexity of ESTI-

MATE SPEED UP RATIO is O(1). CACULCATE POWER is a

function to calculate power, based on temperature distribu-

tion, power-gated routers, supply voltage and clock frequency,

handled in Section II-B. Based on these equations, we can

calculate the power consumption in constant time, O(1). Fi-

nally, the complexity of FIND A SOLUTION function becomes

cfrp with the appropriate routing algorithm, and the entire

algorithm complexity becomes: O(nv × nf × npgr × cfrp).
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Algorithm 2 Finding Routing Paths Algorithm

1: function FIND ROUTING PATHS(rpg)
2: rpg : set of routers to turn off
3: b : feasibility
4: ri : routing infomation
5:

6: repeat
7: for all nodesrc: source node do
8: for all nodetgt: target node do
9: path← FIND SINGLE PATH(rpg, nodesrc, nodetgt)

10: ri← ri ∪ path
11: end for
12: end for
13: until enough k iterations are passed
14: if size(ri)= nr

2 then b← 1
15: else b← 0
16: end if
17: return (b, ri)
18: end function
19:

20: function FIND SINGLE PATH(rpg, nodesrc, nodetgt)
21: if nodesrc = nodetgt then
22: d← node
23: path← (d)
24: else
25: pathcdd : candidates of routing path
26: pathcdd ← φ
27: for all nodeadj : adjacent nodes do
28: if there is a path x btw nodeadj and nodetgt then
29: d← direction to nodeadj
30: y ← (d, x)
31: pathcdd ← pathcdd ∪ y
32: end if
33: end for
34: path← SELECT BEST PATH(pathcdd)
35: end if
36: return path
37: end function

B. Routing Algorithm

As mentioned in Section III-C, it is necessary to develop

a routing algorithm (FIND ROUTING PATHS) that generates

the feasible routing paths for the target NoC architecture,

especially considering the NoC structure and the available

virtual channels. In this paper, we present a variant of X-

Y routing algorithm as one of the possible solutions for the

mesh structure and four virtual channels, which is simple but

effective solution.

Each router determines a direction of a packet to make its

shortest path to the destination node among X-Y, Y-X, X-Y-

X, Y-X-Y and X-Y-X-Y routing, with consideration of the

turn-off regions. In order to avoid deadlock during routing,

an additional virtual channel is required every time a packet

changes direction from Y to X axis [34]. Because there can

be only one such change of direction, our architecture will

only require two virtual channels. Note that if we allow

Y-X-Y-X routing, then the architecture should have three

virtual channels per request and reply, which again causes the

overhead.

Algorithm 2 shows the detailed procedure to search routing

paths. We find the paths among the nodes in a recursive

way. After performing FIND SINGLE PATH to search one path,

we extend path based on the result of the adjacent nodes.

Among the extended results, we select the best result that

is the shortest path among the ones having minimum virtual

channel requirement (this is done by SELECT BEST PATH.)

If the minimum virtual channel requirement is bigger than

the equipped number in the target architecture (i.e., in our

case, two), then path becomes φ. However, the failure of

single function call does not mean by that there is no path

between the nodes. In fact, it is possible that all the adjacent

routers have no available path yet at a certain point. As long

as all paths exists theoretically, at least one path among all

combinations of nodes is updated in every single iteration, all

paths will be found after enough iterations are passed. The

number of paths between two nodes are nr×nr, thus k in the

line 13 is nr
2. Even after k iterations, if routing information

does not have nr
2 paths, then it means there is no possible

routing. This result is reported to FIND A SOLUTION function

in Algorithm 1.

The maximum length of paths is O(nr
1/2) (i.e., This is

based on the mesh structure. If other topologies are used, the

complexity may differ but will not exceed O(nr)); thus it takes

O(nr
1/2) steps to check the virtual channel requirement for

a path. Since there is four (or less) adjacent nodes for each

node, the complexity of SELECT BEST PATH is O(nr
1/2). It

means that FIND SINGLE PATH is O(nr
1/2) and the entire

FIND ROUTING PATHS is O(cfrp) = O(nr
9/2) = O(nr

2
×

nr × nr × nr
1/2). Note that this pseudo codes are written

conceptually to prove that the complexity of the algorithm is

polynomial, but actual running time can be easily optimized

by using dynamic programming.

C. Optimized Algorithm

Despite of the polynomial time complexity of

FIND SINGLE PATH, the entire algorithm will be an

exponential function, because the number of possible

combinations among nr routers, npgr, is O(2nr ). To shrink

the number of candidates, we propose a router selecting

policy whereby the turned-off routers are selected from the

outside edge toward the center. Because turning off edge

routers causes fewer detours than turning off central routers,

performance degradation due to the power gating is mitigated

by the proposed policy. To do that, we sort all routers

according to their Manhattan distances from the center of the

NoC in non-increasing order. We choose the colder router

first as a tie breaker if the distance of two routers from the

center is the same. From the sorted list, we generate nr sets

of routers whose size are from one to nr. We define the set

of size l as the sequence from the first element to the lth

element in the sorted list.

From the above procedure, we eventually improve

DO TEI NOC BASIC in Algorithm 1 to DO TEI NOC OPT in

Algorithm 3. The function SORT ROUTERS is to sort nr

routers according to the distance. There are many efficient

sorting algorithm, but the most straight-forward algorithm,

e.g., bubble sort, takes O(nr
2), which can be performed

in polynomial time. SELECT ROUTERS from the sorted list

takes only O(l), which is equal to O(nr), thus it is ig-

norable compared to O(cfrp) = O(nr
9/2). In summary,
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Algorithm 3 Optimized TEI-NoC Power Saving Algorithm

1: procedure DO TEI NOC OPT

2: tv : target supply voltage
3: tf : target clock frequency
4: tr : set of target routers to turn off
5: tri : target routing information
6: tp : target power
7: listr : sorted list of routers
8:

9: dt← distribution of temperature
10: tp ← maximum total power
11: listr ← SORT ROUTERS(dt)
12: for all v: supply voltage do
13: for all f : clock frequency do
14: for all l: number of routers to turn off do
15: rpg : set of routers to turn off
16: rpg ← SELECT ROUTERS(listr, l)
17: (b, p, ri)← FIND A SOLUTION(dt, v, f, rpg)
18: if b = 1 and p < tp then
19: (tv, tf , tr, tri, tp)← (v, f, rpg, ri, p)
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
24: set voltage and frequency as tv and tf
25: turn off the routers in tr
26: reconfigure routing tables of routers as tri
27: end procedure

Algorithm 3 becomes a polynomial time algorithm, which

is O(nv × nf × nr × nr
9/2), because the new functions do

not cause complexity overhead, and the innermost loop of the

procedure is reduced from O(2nr ) to O(nr).

D. Discussion of expandability

For practicality, the NoC design dealt with in this paper is

assumed to have a single clock domain and power domain.

In other words, voltage and frequency scalings are supposed

to be carried out for all the routers in the NoC (i.e., we call

this per-NoC voltage and frequency scaling). It is clear that

the potential power savings from the proposed method can

be achieved, if each router has a dedicated power and clock

domains so that per-router voltage and frequency scaling can

be supported. GALS, a kind of region-based scaling, can be

a more realizable option, but as stated above, the overhead

of using multiple DC-DC converters should be considered

when doing independent voltage scaling for different regions.

Frequency scaling performed on GALS seems to have no

serious drawbacks, and the method presented in [35] can help

to reduce the latency from asynchronous FIFO in that virtual

channels are regarded as one of the essential components of

NoCs.

The conventional per-NoC DVFS scheme is performed

based on the predicted frequency (i.e., the supply voltage

is adaptively adjusted according to the predicted frequency).

Therefore, one of the major challenges of the DVFS systems

is how to determine the optimal working frequency without

violating the deadlines. However, compared to the conven-

tional one, our proposed method does not need the frequency

prediction, because the proposed method only depends on the

temperature change and performing it will not degrade the

NoC performance. Furthermore, because our proposed method

is independent from the conventional DVFS scheme, both can

be applied to the NoC to maximize power savings.

V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

A. Target architecture

We target 8x8 2D mesh architecture shown in Fig. 3. Each

node has a 4-way out-of-order processor, two private L1

caches, and one part of shared L2 cache system. The two L1

caches are 16KB 4-way I-Cache and 16KB 8-way D-Cache.

L2 cache is a distributed system like S-NUCA [36], where

low order bits of address determine a L2 slice in which node

is used, and it is assumed perfect (i.e., there is no cache miss

on L2, thus overhead from off-chip access to main memory is

not considered.) Cache protocol of DASH [37] is adopted to

the architecture.

Four virtual channels are used to prevent deadlock problem.

Separated channels for request and reply are needed by our

cache coherence protocol, and each type of channels should

have several virtual channels inside, depending on the routing

algorithms. Since we develop the routing algorithm that re-

quires two virtual channels, we use the four virtual channels

in total. Note that utilizing more complex cache protocol

and/or routing algorithm can enhance the performance, but the

more virtual channels should be required, which cause design

overhead.

We use only a single voltage and frequency domain in

the NoC in order to minimize the hardware overhead. Sub-

sequently we add the power-gating switches and bypass logic

to our routers identically to what has been proposed in the

NoRD architecture [29] whose area increases a mere 3.1%.

B. TEI-Noxim simulator

We implemented a cycle-accurate simulator, TEI-Noxim to

validate the performance of the TEI-NoC method. First, we

developed a general NoC simulator to test various network

structure and routing algorithms [38]. We faithfully modeled

all aspects of NoC to the extent of our knowledge. The

network uses wormhole routing, with sizes of five flits for

data packets including the header, and a single flit for control

flits. The iSLIP algorithm introduced in [39] was used, which

is a kind of separable allocation algorithm for virtual channel

and switch allocations. The routers were input-buffered, where

each buffer has 8-flit depth. They are also assumed pipelined

with 3 cycles per-hop latencies.

Next, we added the feature of power gating, support on

irregular routing, and ratio between processors and network,

which are the essential functionality for realizing TEI-NOC.

To express power gating and irregular routing, the turned-

off routers do not route packets, and each router has its

own routing table to behave differently from each other.

We have implemented Algorithm 2 (Finding Routing Paths

Algorithm) to the simulator, but the simulator does not have

any restriction to implement other types of irregular routing

algorithms. To focus on network simulation, the behavior of

each core is modeled as memory traces. The cache misses

as well as the coherence traffics are fed into the network
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Fig. 6. Examples of the thermal maps from modified Access Noxim [22]
simulation. Table IV provides the more details of (a) case 1 and (b) case 2.

TABLE IV
THERMAL MAP INFORMATION

Case Min. T (°C) Max. T (°C) Average T (°C) Variance

1 55 96 74 134
2 34 74 51 129
3 40 40 40 0

simulator. Memory traces was extracted by Sniper multicore

simulator [40], and we used memory traces of 1 billion

instructions on 21 applications of SPLASH2 and PARSEC. By

adjusting injection ratio of the traces we can reflect the relative

clock frequency between processors and network. Also, we

measured utilization of each router, which is used to estimate

the dynamic power of the router.

A power estimation engine for an ULP NoC is embedded

into TEI-Noxim, so that TEI-Noxim provides power values of

the ULP NoC for any given thermal conditions and running

applications. As aforementioned that we target a TSMC 40n

LP technology-based ULP NoC in this paper, we needed to

know how much power is consumed in the NoC with that tech-

nology, for the various applications and thermal conditions.

Because of the difficulty to obtain the measured power values

from a fabricated NoC chip, we performed SPICE simulations

with a ring oscillator (RO) design that can accurately emulate

the fabricated NoC characteristics. We chose Intel’s 65nm

technology-based TeraFLOPS as our baseline NoC design,

we then designed a RO based on PTM 65nm technology that

can exactly emulate the baseline NoC. Although TeraFLOPS

targets high performance NoC and thus it may have some

specialized techniques and functional units that may not be

required for the ULP NoC designs, we use TeraFLOPS as

our baseline NoC design. After converting the technology to

our target one, we again performed SPICE simulation with the

same RO design to generate the performance and power values

for the various cases. The derived power values are stored in

a LUT (in the power estimation engine). Finally, when we

run TEI-Noxim, the resulted power value is provided, directly

from the LUT if the simulation condition matches to one in

the LUT, or from the power calculation in Section II-B with

the data in the LUT.

C. Simulation results

Throughout the TEI-Noxim simulations for 21 applications

of SPLASH2 and PARSEC benchmarks, the power consump-

tion of each application (without performance penalty) are

acquired. We first ran the simulations for all the applications,

without any applying power management method. Then, for

each application, the simulation was carried out for three

times, each of which represents the case when our proposed

method applied respectively (i.e., the case when only VS is

applied (we call this VS-only), only PGFS is applied (we

call this PGFS-only), and when TEI-NoC is applied (we call

this VS+PGFS.) To do a fair comparison, we use the same

number of virtual channels for all cases. Since the VS method

does not require fewer virtual channels than PGFS and TEI-

NoC, additional virtual channels in that case are used for

the performance improvement. It is common for networks to

utilize extra VCs for performance improvement reason [41].

Notice also that the number of extra VCs needed to support

PGFS and TEI-NoC is rather small.

Since the results can vary according to thermal conditions

of the NoC, we performed the Access Noxim simulations to

generate some representative thermal conditions. For example,

we derive two thermal maps shown in Fig. 6, a relatively

high chip temperature condition (Case 1) and a cool chip

temperature condition (Case 2). Both Cases 1 and 2 are the

cases when the chip temperature has a gradient due to external

conditions (e.g., a large amount of heat is generated by other

components in the chip). We use the original configuration of

the heatsink, heat spreader and heat transfer path in Access

Noxim (i.e., the detailed setup locates in ‘temperature.c’

file in the simulator’s source directory), but set the ambient

temperature to 40°C for Case 1 and 25°C for Case 2. In both

cases, all the node temperatures are higher than 25°C. Notice

that Fig. 1 (a) which shows the frequency obtained with 0.45V

at -25°C can be maintained with 0.4V at 25°C (i.e., thanks to

TEI). This figure demonstrates that we can perform the VS

method to scale down the voltage level of all routers to save

power.

While Cases 1 and 2 represent the thermal gradient condi-

tions, we need to consider a case that the chip temperature

is uniform (i.e., this may be the more general case for the

ULP NoCs). We add such case as Case 3 whereby the all

the router temperatures are consistently 40°C. With this case,

we emphasize that the efficacy of our proposed TEI-NoC is

not limited by the existence of an on-chip thermal gradient.

Finally, Table IV provides information of the thermal maps

including the minimum and maximum temperature values, and

the average and variance of the node temperature distribution.

Fig. 7 shows the simulated power savings (%) from applying

VS-only, PGFS-only, and TEI-NoC to the 21 applications

under three thermal conditions (Cases 1, 2 and 3). As seen

in the figure, VS-only results in considerable power savings

for all cases, and interestingly the results are almost the

same for all three cases. When the supply voltage level is

changed from 0.45V to 0.4V, the dynamic power is saved

by 100 · (1 − ( 0.4
0.45 )

2) ≈ 21% under all thermal conditions.

In addition, the leakage power is also saved by almost 22%
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Fig. 7. TEI-NoC power saving results, simulated with TEI-Noxim for PARSEC and SPLASH2. VS-only and PGFS-only in the figure are the cases when
applying our proposed method partially, and TEI-NoC is the case when applying full algorithm. (a), (b), and (c) represent the cases under the different thermal
conditions in Table IV, Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 respectively. Each value on the top of (a) indicates the utilization factor of the corresponding application.

according to (3) in Section II-B. As a result, the overall power

savings from VS-only become almost 22% in all cases. On

the other hand, PGFS produces different results depending on

the temperature profile and for different applications. This is

because the ratios of leakage and dynamic power are different

from each other (i.e., power savings are achieved by PG,

and performances are maintained by FS.) Since PGFS-only

achieves power savings by reducing the static power, it is more

effective when the applications have low network utilization

or temperature is high so that the ratio of the static power to

the dynamic power is high. Finally, our proposed optimization

algorithm, TEI-NoC, is applied to maximize power savings.

The resulted power savings in the figures show that the

VS+PGFS synergistic effects increase the power savings. TEI-

NoC turns off an average number of 24.6, 10.5 and 10.7

routers and increases frequency to 83.6, 63.1 and 63.6 MHz for

Cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The supply voltage is reduced

to 0.4V for all cases. For all applications, the (average and

maximum) TEI-NoC power savings are (36.0%, 48.1%) in

Case 1, (25.6%, 32.7%) in Case 2, and (26.3%, 36.2%) in

Case 3, respectively. Note that the results of Case 2 and 3 are

similar because the minimum temperatures of the live routers

in both cases are close to each other (about 40°C over all

applications).

We also measure the execution time of each application with

the simulator. Results are reported in Fig. 8. Since VS does

not control the frequency, the performance ratio is 1 for all

cases. On the other hand, applying PGFS-only and TEI-NoC

results in (lower or higher) performance changes according to

the applications. These results demonstrate that the degraded

applications had a high utilization factor. However, note that

busy applications are not always slowed down. For example,

performance for Splash2-water.nsq is improved by 4.9% de-

spite its high utilization factor of 0.66. The (average and worst)

performance degradation ratios of TEI-NoC methods is (1.012,

1.108) in Case 1, (1.004, 1.108) in Case 2, and (1.000, 1.102)
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Fig. 8. TEI-NoC performance results. (a), (b), and (c) represent the cases under the different thermal conditions in Fig. 6 (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

in Case 3, respectively. This implies that our methods can

reduce power consumption with minimal impacts on the rest

parts of the entire system.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a low power methodology to achieve

ULP NoC, which is the inevitable component in scalable

SoC designs but has been little addressed. To reduce power

consumption of the ULP NoC, we actively exploited TEI

phenomenon, i.e., the delay of the ULP circuits decreases

with increasing temperature, by using voltage scaling and

power gating with frequency (up)scaling. The optimal power

saving algorithm, TEI-NoC, was finally proposed to harmonize

two techniques, which takes only polynomial time. In order

to realize the proposed algorithm in NoC designs, we also

proposed a routing algorithm. To demonstrate efficacy of the

proposed TEI-NoC, we developed an ULP NoC simulator,

TEI-Noxim. Finally, the experimental results show that the

proposed TEI-NoC achieves 36.0%, 25.6%, and 26.3% of

average power reductions on three representative thermal maps

over 21 applications with negligible performance penalty.
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